Adult learning for a green, competitive and socially sustainable Nordic region

How can adult educators, organisations, researchers, networks and decision makers be pro-active, cooperate and create change that will develop the Nordic region to become the most sustainable and integrated region in the world by 2030?

What are the challenges for the Nordic countries taking the Vision 2030’s goals into consideration?

Nordic Network for Adult Learning (NVL), in cooperation with the Danish Presidency of the Nordic Council of Ministers 2020, invites you to a networking conference on adult learning.

September 22 2020.
The conference will:

- Discuss the challenges and solutions for a sustainable future, and highlight the role of adult learning in this process.
- Look ahead - how can adult learning contribute to a competitive, green, inclusive and socially sustainable Nordic region?
- Be a meeting place for decision making about concrete immediate future actions and new ways of collaboration.

Speakers:

- Sustainable Learning, **Stefan Bengtsson**, Uppsala University, Sweden
  Experiences from Sweden’s study programme in Sustainable Development. How can education and learning strengthen the transition to a more sustainable society?

- The Strength of Local Society Change, **Agnes Tvinneime**, Netværket Bærekraftige liv, Norway
  How can we reduce the ecological footprint while increasing the quality of life?

- Sustainable Transformation - you are important, **Gry Guldberg**, Emerging, Denmark
  How to be a leader and a role model for a sustainable transformation for the benefit of Mother Earth? How can we use the collective wisdom to create courage and action?

Key take-aways:

- Get inspiration on the topics of economic sustainability, competitiveness, social sustainability and green growth.
- Attend workshops on sustainable development organised by NVL’s Sustainable Development Network
- Network across organisations and sectors
- Discuss and explore how we can collaborate in the coming years and be active in achieving the 2030 goals
- Identify new Nordic solutions by generating and sharing knowledge, engaging Nordic citizens and ourselves - as adult educators, as employees and employers, policy makers and members of civil society organisations.

Practical information

Participation is free of charge.

Sign up and find practical information [here](#).

For more information, you can contact **Antra Carlsen**, antr@via.dk, Coordinator of Nordic Network for Adult Learning.